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TAND by for fireworks! You don’t need to be Mystic

Meg to foresee a torrid time ahead in July and August

over the vexed issue of prize-money.

In light of the pandemic-related loss of revenue being

sustained by our racecourses, a fixture list was agreed for the

first 10 weeks of racing post-resumption, on the basis that the

Levy Board would fund the prize-money, and that no executive

contributions by racecourses would be required. That 10-week

period expires in August.

Opening skirmishes have seen the Horsemen’s Group,

understandably aggrieved by the continuing lack of transparency

over racecourses’ media rights income, accuse the racecourses

of engaging in ‘anti-competitive practices’. Anxious that the

temporary solution over prize-money should not be regarded as

setting a precedent, they’re calling, quite rightly, for a fresh look

at the prize-money issue.

David Armstrong, chief executive of the Racecourse

Association (RCA), hit back in a letter to the Racing Post.

Stressing the major losses sustained by racecourses during the

Covid-19 crisis, he nonetheless trumpeted the £2.3m

contribution to prize-money made by JCR and Ascot to shore up

the Guineas Festival and Royal Ascot. In his letter, Armstrong

states that ‘a typical behind-closed-doors fixture is likely to be

little more than a break-even event for a racecourse’, yet some

knowledgeable sources have indicated to me that there are

reasonable profits to be made from hosting such fixtures.

However, the real crunch will come shortly as the BHA need

to reach agreement with racecourses on the fixture list to apply

after the initial 10-week period. That agreement will need to

deal, even if only on a temporary basis, with prize-money.

While the way forward for racing demands that a reasonable

agreement is reached, it’s hard to determine any sign of a

willingness to lift the veil of secrecy over media rights income

on the part of the RCA. The current arrangements suit

racecourses down to the ground, giving them little incentive to

negotiate what they will inevitably see as a weaker position.

That being so, it’s surely inevitable that calls for boycotts of

racecourses, or groups of racecourses, will once more be heard.

After all, if the information is not available to owners and

trainers to enable them to determine whether racecourses are

being reasonable in regard to the prize-money they offer as

compared to the income they derive from media rights, arguably

the only weapon available to them is to decline to enter their

horses in races staged for the lowest reward.

The unthinkable alternative is that they bow out of British

racing and take their horses to compete elsewhere.

Racecourses can also reasonably expect to be under fire from

the betting industry. Bill Barber, Industry Editor of the Racing

Post, pointed out recently that, following talks with racecourses’

media rights groups, online bookmakers agreed to increase

contributions to racecourses for streaming deals, by up to three

times the previously agreed level, on the basis that there was

uncertainty as to when bookmakers’ shops would be able to re-

open after lockdown.  In fact, they reopened on June 15 (in time

for Royal Ascot) in England.

Barber argues that there is a need to revisit the tripartite

agreement between the BHA, racecourses and horsemen in the

light of recent events. This must surely be at the head of the

substantial ‘to do’ list awaiting Nick Rust’s eventual successor.

In all honesty, I don’t envy him or her.

Off the bridle
by JOHN SCANLON
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EAR in mind that I live north of the border; it’s a

world where we still have ‘daily’ coronavirus

briefings by the First Minister and where the

Scottish Government’s attitude to easing lockdown

restrictions is considerably more conservative (note the

small ‘c’) than their UK counterparts. So I hope you’ll

forgive me when I say that I was horrified to read of

Newbury Racecourse’s pop-up “pub in the paddock” plans

for Derby weekend. 

On the day I read about the plans, 78 people died in

England from the virus. The beer garden experience, during

which a socially-distanced crowd of 300 people will enjoy

the ITV Derby day coverage and Sky Sports Premier League

football, breaks no laws, as pubs are permitted to re-open

that weekend. 

But what message does it send about the priorities of

Newbury and of the sport generally? Many people were

uneasy about the Cheltenham Festival being allowed to take

place immediately prior to lockdown; scrupulous measures

and protocols have had to be taken and devised to allow the

sport to resume behind closed doors, and throughout June,

no owners have been allowed to attend racing.

But, hey, why don’t Newbury Racecourse allow hundreds

of people into their premises to spend eight hours’ open-air

drinking on Derby Day and to watch football on a large

screen? What could possibly go wrong?
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HE ‘end’ of lockdown has clearly come at the right

time for me. I must be due an eye test. I know this

because, in quashing a finding of careless riding

and a suspension of four days, the Independent Judicial

Panel of the BHA found, on the balance of probabilities,

that Oisin Murphy had made sufficient effort, in a three-

runner race  at Goodwood on June 14, to correct his mount

Bright Eyed Eagle who drifted markedly to the right,

causing significant interference to Joe Fanning and

Glenties, and causing Joe ‘to restrain his mount

substantially’ to avoid a nasty accident, and potentially an

unscheduled visit to A&E.

Despite the panel’s assertion that they “spent some hours

... watching the race from all angles, analysing...the precise

actions of Mr Murphy and the horse’s reactions...”, try as I

might, I just can’t see Oisin’s left arm move to make any

correction. Boots Opticians, here I come! Now where’s that

Advantage card..?
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